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1. Revenue and Expenditure Statement
Town of Golden
Resort Municipality Annual Revenue and Expenditure Report
For the year ended December 31, 2010

Balance At Beginning of Year

Budget $

Actual $

Actual $

2010

2010

2009

380,326

380,626

2009 RMI transfers not included in beginning balance

1,227,928

51,779

Revenues:
Provincial Government
Tax Transfer and RMI Transfers Under Agreement

1

Transfers From Other Funds
Investment Income

2

Total Revenue

500,000

586,713

579,795

0

0

335,000

12,000

12,785

12,988

$512,000

$599,498

$927,783

140,000

326,648

1,774,449

Expenditures:
3

Capital Expenditures (Projects )
4

Operations (Programs and Services )
Total RMI Expenditures

0
$140,000

$326,648

$1,774,449

Net Revenue (Expenditure)

372,000

272,850

-846,666

Balance At End of Year

752,326

705,255

381,262

Administration, conferences not included in Projects

-

10,124

Final RMI payment rec'd January 2011

-

6,523
688,608

Adjusted balance December 31, 2010 - unspent

-636

380,626

Notes:
1. Total Amount of Provincial HRT Transfer and RMI Transfer Under Agreement for the year under approved Agreement
2. Interest earned on RMI funds
3. Total amount paid out for approved Program Operating Expenditures under Agreement (See Resort Amenities Expenditure
Program)
4. Total amount paid out for approved Project Capital Expenditures under Agreement (See Resort Amenities Expenditure Program)
In special circumstances funding under this program may be used to pay the interest costs on borrowing for approved projects.

2. Five Year Expenditure Plan
Five-Year Expenditure Plan – Resort Municipality Hotel Tax Transfer Program
Year

2007 (START YEAR) Actual

2008 Actual

2009 Actual

2010 Actual

2011

TOTAL

Notes

( END YEAR)

Application of Funds - Capital

1

1. Signage Strategy

6,959

413

62,491

181,910

323,282

575,055

2. Visitor Amenity Hubs

0

192,583

317,679

13,295

0

523,557

3. Community Square

0

39,706

1,326,199

62,626

20,000

1,448,531

3,317

0

68,078

0

50,000

121,395

0

0

0

0

30,000

30,000

6. Green Spaces and Paths

14,019

34,742

0

68,817

75,000

192,578

Total Capital

24,295

267,444

1,774,447

326,648

498,282

2,891,116

4. Creative Class Expressions
5. Winter Camping

Application of Funds - Operating

1

TOTALS
Source of Funds

0

0

0

0

0

0

24,295

267,444

1,774,447

326,648

498,282

2,891,116

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

TOTAL

Notes

1. Municipal
Reserves Operating

335,000

335,000

2

Capital

3

Borrowing

4

Sub-Total Municipal

335,000

0

335,000

2. Fed. or Prov. Transfers
Resort Mun HRT Transfer

0
854,866

667,964

3. Other
TOTALS

854,866

667,964

579,795
12,988

586,713
12,785

927,783

599,498

498,282

5

3,181,097
6

498,282

3,548,393

NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Approved Projects are explained in Section 2.4.1 of the Toolkit.
Operating Funds would include funds from General Revenue or Surplus Funds on Hand.
Capital Funds would include funds from Reserve Funds or Development Cost Charge Funds.
Borrowing would include funds from short-term or long-term borrowing (including leases).
Federal/Provincial Funding are all funds received from the Federal and/or Provincial Governments under conditional
or unconditional funding programs.
This example assumes Federal/Provincial Transfers are all received from the Resort Municipality HRT
Transfer Program.
6. Other Funding would include all funds received from third party (public or private) contributions orinvestments.
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3. Outcomes Reporting
3.1. General Tourism Context for leading up to 2010
The following section provides some recent economic context for the tourism industry in British Columbia and the
Resort Communities. The significant influences on tourism and possible influence on the resort community’s economies
are reported by year and summarized.
The following section provides a summary of the recent economic context for the tourism industry in British Columbia
and the Resort Communities. The significant influences on tourism and possible influence on the resort community’s
economies are reported by year and summarized. All changes are basedon year to year results unless noted otherwise.
2007 Tourism Influences
In general terms, 2007 was still a robust year for tourism in British Columbia. Although US overnight entries continued
their declines losing 4.1% in 2007, provincial occupancy levels reached an 11 year high at 67% and room rates advanced
5.9% over 2006 levels. This growth was fuelled by domestic travel and by increased overseas entries (+3.3%). These
provincial results in general, should have created a more fruitful environment for the tourism economies in the resort
communities.
2008 Tourism Influences
The end of 2008 marked the beginning of the global economic crisis which persists to this day. The financial
sector crisis and associated housing crisis in the US spread to the rest of the economy in the US, Canada and overseas.
The second half of 2008 saw this economic contraction began hitting virtually every sector of the economy – some such
as the auto sector were hit harder than others. Declining consumer confidence resulted and along with this a decline in
discretionary spending including overnight travel.
Growth in room revenue in British Columbia was the weakest since 2003 – an increase of only 0.6%. Hotel occupancy
rates declined slightly in 2008. Visitor entries declined for 7th time in 8 years with US entries down 17% from 1995
levels. Entries from overseas were down slightly in 2008 from 2007 – declines from Japan were offset in part by
increases from China and South Korea. In general, in addition to the global economic downturn, delays at the border,
rising gas prices, exchange rates are influencing factors affecting 2008 tourism returns. This environment in 2008 likely
impacted the entire tourism sector in the Province placing downward pressure on tourism results in the Resort
Communities.
2009 Tourism Influences
In 2009, the context for the tourism industry in British Columbia worsened further still from 2008. Canada itself entered
the worldwide recession officially in the last quarter of 2008 thereby influencing domestic travel patterns. Entries from
the US and overseas both declined with US overnight entries down 5.9%; overseas entries down 13.9%. Room
revenues took a huge hit in 2009 showing an 11.7% decline. The impact of the worldwide economic recession was
exacerbated by fears related to the H1N1 pandemic that further reduced overnight travel. This environment in 2009
likely impacted the entire tourism sector in the Province and for the second straight year placing significant
downward pressure on results in the Resort Communities.
2010 Tourism Influences
In 2010, the context for the tourism industry in British Columbia finally began to stabilize as overnight travel to Canada
from the US increased by 0.7% and overseas by 6.8% compared to 2009, when both markets were significantly down.
Same day travel from the US still continued to decline however due to high exchange rates and fuel costs, which
reduced US visits by 1.5%. Overnight and day US visits to British Columbia increased by 2% in 2010, and total overnight
visits of all visitors increased by 4%. The months of February and March stand out likely due to the Olympics with the
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most growth compared to 2009 at roughly 10% for each month. This growth however may have only positively
impacted communities close to Vancouver and Whistler for the 2010 reporting year.
Spending in Canada increased 4.2% in real terms following a 2.2% decline in 2009. International spending was up by
1.9%, boosted by a strong first quarter performance related to the 2010 Winter Olympics and Paralympics which would
have impacted British Columbia directly. Spending by Canadians at home also increased in 2010.
Room revenue as estimated by BC Stats showed 12.1% increase to November 2010.Occupancy rates in BC were up
slightly by 1.4% for 2010, with most the growth in revenue coming from the Vancouver Coast Mountain Region,
followed by the Thompson Okanogan.
General economic trends showing a slow recovery from the 2008 recession were flat through 2010, not boosting the
likely hood of travel, but also not weakening it. This trend is in contrast to 2008 and 2009 where economic conditions
were not very conducive to tourism growth. Canada’s high dollar also played a significant role in reducing Canada’s price
competitiveness compared to other destinations and likely tempered the growth somewhat.
This slightly improved tourism environment in 2010 likely impacted the entire tourism sector in the Province placing
slightly mixed pressure on tourism results in the Resort Communities.
Summary Tourism of Influences
During the 2007 – 2010 timeframe in which resort communities have been participating in the Resort Municipalities
Initiative, the context for the tourism industry has been particularly volatile and provincial, national and global tourism
statistics reflected declines in overnight entries, occupancy levels and room revenues beginning in 2008 and escalating
in 2009.In 2010, multiple years of declines look to have stabilized somewhat, with very modest growth overall which
was likely attributable to the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver.
The primary tourism influences challenging the tourism economy during 2007-2010 can be summarized as:
Global financial/housing crisis leading to overall global economic downturn
Associated declines in employment levels affecting levels of personal disposable income and discretionary
spending
Declines in corporate profitability necessitating business travel restrictions
Overall declines in consumer confidence continuing
Higher fuel prices
Weakening currency exchange rates relative to the Canadian dollar making travel to Canada more expensive
from key markets
Increased border security, airline restrictions, documentation requirements
Declining export sales due to global economic downturn for countries such as Mexico and South Korea which
had been showing strong growth in overnight visitation to British Columbia
H1N1 pandemic
Olympic aversion up to Feb 2010
The primary tourism influences supporting the tourism economy during 2007-2010 can be summarized as:
Business confidence steady
2010 Vancouver Winter Olympic Games
Slow economic recovery into 2010
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3.2. Regional and Local Tourism Context
Kicking Horse Country continued to feel the far-reaching effects of the global economic downturn, evidenced
prominently by a 15% annual decline in Hotel Room Tax revenues since Golden entered the RMTTP in 2007.
While this has served to ensure local government prudence in resort plan spending, particular in the last half of the
current 5-year term, the effect can be seen and felt in the local economy, with evidence of accommodators,
restaurateurs, and tourism operators and retailers scaling back services, hours, and even closing down. A tangible
benefit in much of the RMI spending is the investment made in local businesses and labour.
This trend is regionally reflected in reporting by Kootenay Rockies Tourism, wherein although the region has remained
steady at producing nearly $1 billion in annual tourism revenues, this did sharply in 2010. Annual accommodation room
revenue for the region approached $140 million in 2008 but has now dropped closer to $100 million.
Despite these figures, Golden has not witnessed as dramatic a decline in tourism activity and revenues as other
communities and regions. This may be attributed to the continuing “Alberta influence” with continuing and visible
evidence of recreation vehicle presence and the sustained accommodation levels by many hotels in the area. This could
be supported by local visitor centre statistics wherein the number of visitors has remained steady, and occupancy of the
municipal campground was steady with 100% occupancy achieved regularly over the summer months.
The Kicking Horse Country Chamber of Commerce has been involved in the RMI program since its infancy by invitation
of the Town of Golden. It has been exciting to see the projects take hold in our community, transforming us from a
resource centered community to resort municipality.
-Ruth Kowalski, Executive Director
Kicking Horse Country Chamber of Commerce

3.3. Common Reporting
The outcome reporting in this section is a direct result of the Resort Collaborative Common Monitoring Program:
‘Monitoring Tourism Success’.This program breaks reporting into three sub-sections including; Economic Outcomes,
Visitor Experience Outcomes and Community Outcomes Supporting Tourism Development. These tourism success
outcomes are directly impacted by the Resort Municipality Initiative (RMI) Projects and a multitude of other factors such
as macro economic trends, local weather, marketing efforts, privately owned tourism infrastructure and businesses
providing experience to visitors, ease of access, etc.
Where possible, charts display the actual result for the current reporting period, the three year rolling average
compared to the base year when the RMI program started, and the change in this result compared to a benchmark of
some type. In most cases BC was used as the benchmark. Where there isn’t enough data to report in the manner
described above, attempts were made to include some other level of analysis including three year rolling average and
year over year changes.
Most communities committed to reporting to the first tier level for these indicators. More details on the framework and
reporting tiers can be found in the Monitoring Tourism Success document.
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3.3.1. Economic Outcomes
Accommodation Sector Performance
Why measure this?
Accommodation sector performance provides an indication of the size and health of overall tourism economy (more specifically the
accommodation sector), by tracking changes in room revenue or room nights sold. Overnight visitors to the communities tend to
participate in more experiences than day visitors, and the additional hours spent in the resort result in increased spending patterns
and greater contributions per visitor to the local economy.

Additional Observations:
None identified.

Visitor Numbers
Why measure this?
A resort communities’ tourism economy is dependent on visits. Visitor numbers provide an understanding of the health of the tourism
economy, as well as the popularity the community as a tourism destination, quality of the service levels, and the perceived value of
tourism offerings. Depending on the employed methodology, visitor numbers includes day visitors and overnight visitors differing
from accommodation sector performance.

Additional Observations:
None identified.
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Number of Tourism Businesses
Total number of local tourism business licenses

150
100
50
-

114 126
105 112 112

2004
2005
2006…
2007…
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Why measure this?
The number of businesses involved in tourism is one
measure of tourism economic success and potentially
diversity of offerings. The assumption being made here
is that a greater number of businesses reflect a
stronger economy and investment in tourism
development.

Total Employment in Tourism
Why measure this?
The number of full time employees provides an approximate indication of overall tourism economy success as it combines employee
numbers from various tourism sectors and organizations as opposed to business results from on attraction or sector.

Additional Observations:
None identified.
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Commercial Assessment
Why measure this?
One of the desired outcomes of the additional hotel tax program and tourism is to diversify the municipal tax base towards a better
mix of residential and commercial taxes Another outcome is concerned with increased investment in the community. This indicator
area is meant to measure this progress quite directly by reporting on the non-market change in business and recreation class
assessments from year to year.

Additional Observations:
While relatively diminutive, Golden may be showing signs of a resilience and recovery to the economic slump by maintaining its stance
relative to the year before.

Economic Diversification
Why measure this?
Most of the Resort Collaborative communities stated the desire to diversify the economy by increasing the tourism industry
contribution into their economies. The higher the number the greater role that tourism plays in the community’s/region’s economy.
For comparison, the region where Whistler resides reports 27 out of 100 for economic diversification.

Additional Observations:
None identified.
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3.3.1.1. Additional Observations
The past year was again far from stellar for the local tourism sector, although there were distinctive variations in
reporting. The broader economic slump was generally felt across the entire industry, with client numbers down across
all sectors. Hardest hit was the food and beverage sector to which the HST translated into increased retail pricing.
Some accommodators on Highway 1 were and will continue to be temporarily affected by the Kicking Horse Canyon
Project’s ongoing work, but once complete near the end of 2011, will see an anticipated rise in numbers, based on a
significant improvement to area access and aesthetics.
Overall however, many accommodators did report a tangible increase in business over 2009. The municipal
campground was at 100% occupancy for much of the summer, and Kicking Horse Mountain Resort reported their best
numbers in mountain bike activity in several years.

3.3.2. Visitor Experience Outcomes
Results in this area generally create a positive environment for enhancing economic outcomes.

Visitor Satisfaction
Why measure this? Visitor satisfaction with their overall experience in a community is an essential criterion for ensuring
the long-term tourism economy health. Capturing perceived experience reveals visitor's feelings about their entire trip
from start to finish and influences whether the visitor will return and promote the resort community via word of mouth.
The Town of Golden has committed to ensuring a visitor satisfaction survey mechanism will be initiated in 2012 and
continuing on an annual basis in order to determine the scope and nature of visitor wants, needs, and experience
associated with resort development and programming.

Average Length of Stay
Why measure this?
Average length of stay (ALS) is an important economic indicator because additional hours spent in the resort lead to greater
contribution per visitor to the local economy. It is also an indication that visitors are finding enough to do or not do in a community.
Longer stays generally reduce the negative impacts related to travel to the community.

Additional Observations:
One of Golden’s largest challenges to its tourism industry is lengthening the duration of stay by visitors. Proximity to similar areas
with competing or superior amenities the ease of passing by via the Trans Canada Highway, and Golden’s relatively unknown status to
a great portion of the market continues to propagate this issue. The increasing development of tourism infrastructure, product, and
marketing tactics will change this and the result will be a measurable factor of success as a result of RMI spending.
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3.3.3. Community Outcomes Supporting Tourism Development
The data in this section is collected by both the resort communities and the Whistler Centre for Sustainability (WCS) and
is reported by the Whistler Centre for Sustainability for 2010. Results in this area generally create a positive foundation
to support a positive visitor experience and economic outcomes.

Resident Support for Tourism
Why measure this?Resident support for tourism development is a barometer of the perceived quality of tourism
development on a community. Impacts from factors such as the type of tourism, economic dependence, cultural
differences between tourists and visitors, resident control over decisions making and a host of others are reflected here.
Golden is a community that is well adapted to the needs and consequences of tourism being an integral component of
the local economy. While the railway and forest sourcing and manufacturing remain the largest economic generators,
tourism is rapidly catching them, and now surpass them in overall employment within the sector.
As a result a great number of businesses in the area depend upon visitors for either all or a significant portion of their
revenues. This is obvious for the accommodation and travel/activity product services, but the food/beverage, outdoor
gear, grocers, fuel stations, seasonal vendors, and some retailers also source significant business from tourists.
Support for the RMI program is unanimous in the community, the town having taken diligent steps to graphically
advertise its importance, worth, and project development information. Anecdotal support has been clear and
overwhelming for the sign program, the community square, amenity hub, and public washroom development, and to
date, the media coverage and positive support for the green gym and community bike program have been consistent.

Affordable Housing
Why measure this?
Most resort communities have identified resident housing as an important strategy to remain a vibrant community and to maintain a
strong local workforce. Housing costs generally represent residents largest cost and is a significant factor in determining where local
employees choose to live.

Additional Observations:
None identified.
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Concentration of Visitors
Why measure this?
Most resort communities identified the importance of maintaining a local sense of community. As communities become more and
more popular as destinations this sense of community can be lost as visitor desires and the desires of those living outside the
community supersede local needs. While there is not an ideal ratio, measuring this metric helps to keep track one potential irritant
toward more tourism development.

Additional Observations:
Golden continues to maintain its vision of being largely an ‘authentic’ community, with the great majority of homes lived in by their
owners and free of the ‘dark neighbourhood’ phenomenon so prevalent in many resort communities. This is supported largely by the
existence of two other primary industries and subsequent large scale employers in the area. As a result, Golden has maintained a high
sense of community and place with no measureable resistance to further tourism development.

Crime Rates/Unlawful Incidents
Why measure this?
Safety and security are important aspects of community life and especially a positive resort experience. Information on crime rates
and total numbers of crime incidents provides a better understanding about actual and perceived safety of residents and visitors.

Additional Observations:
None identified.
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Resident Sense of Belonging
Why measure this?
Sense of belonging’ to a community is considered to contribute to the community’s social fabric, the strength of the relationships
among community members. These relationships are often important to help individuals and groups in a community to organize for
work, play and community development.

Additional Observations:
None identified

Median Income
Why measure this?
Median individual income can help reflect a community's overall economic wellbeing. As a proxy of purchasing power, it is also one
measure contributing to individual quality of life. Median income is a commonly measured indicator and is readily comparable across
communities.

Additional Observations:
None identified.
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Resident Transience
Why measure this?
The number of years that residents have lived in a community provides an indication of the community’s transient or stable nature. A
high proportion of transient community members may impact on a community's ability to develop a strong social fabric and on
individual business and economic viability due to the high cost of employee turnover.

Additional Observations:
None identified.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (C.E.E.I Reports)
Why measure this?
Scientists agree that greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) are contributing to global climate change. This changing climate will impact all
local economies, community life, visitor experiences as well as directly on the local natural environment. Visitors and conference
planners alike are beginning to make travel decisions based on environmental progress.

Additional Observations:
None identified.
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Physical Development (C.E.E.I Reports)
Why measure this?
Many resort communities stated concerns about overdevelopment and ‘boom style’ development. This indicator provides the ability
to track the physical growth of the built landscape with a potential goal to limit continuous encroachment on the surrounding natural
areas.

Additional Observations:
None identified.
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3.4. RMI Projects, Programs Events Outcome Reporting
Results in this area generally create a positive foundation to support a positive visitor experience which translates into
economic outcomes.

RMI Project 1: Signage Strategy and Implementation
Description and Timeline:
The program was designed to begin with the development of a comprehensive strategy and plan to detail the design,
technical specifications, locations, content, and business case for the implementation of a tiered community program of
directional, interpretive, and informational messages. Further, the plan was to outline strategies for cluster
development and elimination of traditional sign presence and locations.
Tourism Objective and Rationale:
This has been clearly identified by community partners and citizens as the highest priority item for tourism
infrastructure improvements. Golden’s currently suffers from an acute range of negative impacts surrounding signage,
which continues to compromise visitor experience and create confusion, deter community efforts at beautification,
lower community pride, and annoy residents. Coupled with a current condition of scattered, poorly designed, and
inadequate public and business signs, the complete lack of consistent,
informative, attractive, and simple messages that are particularly
paramount to a resort based community has been widely considered
as the highest detriment to visitor satisfaction and resident pride in
Golden. This may also be responsible for the lack of any significant
movement toward beautification and architectural renewal by local
business.
Narrative describing current reporting year activities:
With a design manual now in place, a tentative placement of
prototypes of the program began with the construction and
installation of one each of the Local Directional, Civic Amenity, and
Route marking signs. A number of route kiosks and enroute markers
were built for storage to be installed in 2011. Designs were tested
and evaluated for structural suitability, aesthetics, and cost. The
results from the public were extremely positive and with this positive
backing, site planning, engineering, and provincial permitting
processes began in earnest in order to ensure a series of new
installations in 2011.
As a companion to this program, a mass replacement of the existing fabric banner
system was initiated, being an integral part of an aesthetic colourful attraction
mechanism and beautification element to the community. Under the premise of
ensuring a product consistent with our brand and uniquely separated from other resort
communities in the area (Banff, Canmore, Louise, Revelstoke, and Radium). The result
has been extremely positive with the town having been approached many times by
visitors and locals alike wanting to purchase certain designs and several have been sold
and donated at auctions.
Project Outcomes to date:
This program remains the highest priority deliverable for Town Council and the RMI
Advisory Committee. While roll out has taken longer than originally planned,
implementation has now gained traction and anticipation amongst the public.
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We are proud of our community - we want to share what we have with others.
The signage program is the best way to do this. Our signage program is all
encompassing – from directional to way finding signs for tourists - the design
captures our historical/cultural attributes without being dated. A fully
comprehensive community signage program is paramount for tourist visiting
our community and planning their activities.
-Karen Cathcart,
Golden Campus Manager, College of the Rockies
The new Tourism Signage Program will create added value as it guides
travelers from the newly enhanced Trans Canada Highway into Golden's
business community and further supports guided discovery of Kicking Horse
Mountain Resort.
This project has design aesthetics that will become photographic icons for
Kicking Horse Country. Additionally the design compliments both the OCP for
Golden along with Village Plan for Kicking Horse Mountain Resort. It
will leave a positive and lasting memory on all visitors and is an
important tool for our future tourism positioning in the Kootenays.
-Steve Paccagnan
President and CEO, Kicking Horse Mountain Resort
The sign program was a crucial development step for Golden. Not only
is it fulfilling its purpose of way finding but, it is further advancing the
community's "sense of place" with its architectural design. Much effort
went in to getting the look, feel and function of the signs right. And
one can hear it in the feedback from locals as the signs are cropping up
around town. They've become a source of pride for locals. For tourists,
they're beautiful and helpful. Without saying it, they speak volumes
about our community brand: "Authentic. Community. Adventure.
-Bill Usher
Executive Director, Kicking Horse Culture
The business community is thrilled to see the Sign Program taking root;
the local attractions and shopping locations can easily be found,
ensuring a visit to our community is uncomplicated and pleasurable.
-Ruth Kowalski
Executive Director, Kicking Horse Country Chamber of Commerce
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RMI Project 2: Visitor Amenity Hubs
Description and Timeline:
It is the intent of this component to increase and enhance the visitor
experience in Golden by creating three distinct facilities that met current
and future visitor demands, while also integrating into existing and planned
infrastructure projects. The Amenity Hub concept was idealized as multipurpose building offering public washrooms, tourism information and food
and beverage services. One was to be built at the Community Square
following the installation of a temporary one earlier in the plan in the same
location, one at the Municipal Campground, and a third, more rudimentary
one to be built in another park location. Both major hubs were to be
completed by the end of 2009.
Tourism Objective and Rationale:
It is the intent of this component to increase and enhance the visitor
experience in Golden by creating three distinct facilities that met current and
future visitor demands, while also integrating into existing and planned
infrastructure projects. The Amenity Hub concept was idealized as multipurpose building offering public washrooms, tourism information and food
and beverage services. One was to be built at the Community Square
following the installation of a temporary one earlier in the plan in the same
location, one at the Municipal Campground, and a third, more rudimentary
one to be built in another park location. Both major hubs were to be
completed by the end of 2009.
Narrative describing current reporting year activities:
Little was done in this capital
program in 2010. The Community
Square washroom facility has now
6,590
become a focal amenity point for
8,000
5,496
6,988
visitors and its need has been firmly
6,000
4,261
rationalized by the frequency of use
4,000
year round, particularly during high
2,000
tourist season and the summer
0
outdoor concert series
performances in the square. With
the scope and nature of community
square expansion still under review,
establishing a permanent structure
as originally planned in the RDS remains on hold and may be contemplated in the next term. If it is an eventuality, the
current structure can still be then relocated to another park location as originally planned.

2004
2005
2006…
2007…
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Hub/Campground Annual Visitation

The Whitewater Amenity Hub enjoyed its second year of full operations. A recycling centre was added adjacent to the
building as an added requirement for its LEED status which fully completes the sub-project. No further expenditures
are planned for this capital program.
Project Outcomes to date:
Program delivery was not identical to that planned, but the results have been extremely successful. The establishment
of public washrooms was the highest priority for council and the public in terms of initial RMI accomplishments. Doing
so has dramatically alleviated the pressure for such amenity provision by local businesses and met a very clear
requirement of any resort municipality in providing a fundamental need for visitors circulating in the community. The
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Whitewater Amenity Hub has clearly propelled visitation at the municipal campground, adding a new and quality
dimension to the area. Public washrooms, laundry facilities, a general store, registration office, and tourist information
centre housed in a LEED building.
The Amenity Hub fulfills its function succeeding admirably, not only as beautiful design in a beautiful location,
creating a sense of pride for locals. Along with a number of other progressive re-vite projects in town, the Hub's green
footprint conveys to the community that "we" can be leaders in progressive thinking and actions.
-Suzanne McCrimmon
Manager of Community Economic Development

RMI Project 3: Community Square Development
Description and Timeline:
The goal of this program by 2009 was to create a special public place central to
the community that would be a keystone for community identity, a hub for
artistic expression, and a sanctuary for public enjoyment and gathering. A
comprehensive design and technical plan was to set the scope and nature of
development, followed by necessary servicing and construction of the area,
followed by the purchase of a community staging and seating complex for
outdoor musical productions.
Tourism Objective and Rationale:
Golden is home to the longest single span timber frame
pedestrian bridge in Canada, measuring over 150 feet in length,
and built by over 200 volunteers from 5 countries. The bridge is
a focal point in town and its northern terminus has been the
informal venue for concerts in the summer, albeit within a
gravel and pavement environment that lacks space, design,
seating, and aesthetic attraction.
Since 2001 the bridge has stood as a community landmark and a
symbol for the importance of Golden’s heritage as a forest
community and a tribute to international cooperation. A lack of
resources had not allowed the logical progression of an adjacent
community touchstone, detracting from the bridge’s overall
beauty, and diminishing its magnificence and appreciation by
not developing the area for as an iconic cultural centrepiece.
The location was to include murals, mosaics and features that
show case the cultural and heritage values of the area.
Narrative describing current reporting year activities:
With the bulk of the square complete by late 2009, activities in
2010 included detailed landscaping, and engineering and
installation of a second entrance promenade, completing the
currently planned space and ensuring visual sequencing from the
two entry points from the downtown core.
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Project Outcomes to date:
The Community Square has already proven an unqualified success in bolstering
community pride and identity as well as creating a fundamental tourism product that
promises to have a ripple effect in creating and expanding the tourism experience in
central Golden. The municipally funded Summer Kicks concert series saw record
attendance in 2010 with performances now being held in the square. To date, the
municipality has received an application for an outdoor wedding to be held in the square
by a Calgary resident, and two wedding receptions will be held there in 2011 as well.
The square has become an anchor in the downtown core and public anticipation of
expansion is already being felt.
Canada Day was a flawless event thanks to the layout and design of Spirit Square.
Being in a prime location to both the downtown shopping and hiking trails, it was a
perfect match to suit the needs of our festivities and to fulfill the purpose of the
Chamber. The Spirit Square made an idealistic location to kick-off the Kicking Horse
Country Dash and Canada Day Grind all the while serving 500 locals and visitors fresh pancakes. There is no where
better location to celebrate Canada with ample room for seating, live entertainment and an artisans market.
-Ruth Kowalski
Executive Director, Kicking Horse Country Chamber of Commerce
This infrastructure project showcases one of our greatest
community assets – the kicking horse river. Building the
Spirit Square capitalizes on our “sense of place” for
community residents and tourists alike to gather, walk,
stroll, appreciate the natural surroundings and local cultural
activities and recreation. It is one the first community RMI
projects and has provided the motivation for other projects
such as our signage project.
-Tom Guerquin
Acting Marketing Manager, Tourism Golden

Kicking Horse Culture began to step up our summer (Summer
Kicks concerts) and winter (Snow King's Masque Parade
festival) in the area that has now become known as Spirit
Square back n 2006. Back then, it was an undeveloped gravel
area with a perfect location by our timber frame covered
bridge. A natural geographical focal point for the community
just waiting for the funds needed to fulfill the vision. Now
we've built it, it's beautiful, and a true community gathering
space and town "common" for locals and tourists alike.
-Bill Usher, Executive Director, Kicking Horse Culture

Attendance at Spirit (Community) Square Summer Kicks
concerts have included people from Germany; Australia; New
Zealand; Austria; Holland; Costa Rica; UK; plus many USA visitors and many visitors from Alberta, Ontario,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Nova Scotia.
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Masque Parade Event Attendance
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RMI Project 4: Expressions of the Creative Class
Description and Timeline:
This program consists of three distinct component programs, intended to initiate aesthetic improvements to the
architectural landscape and public spaces within the downtown area. The first two components include the animation
of the townscape through public art creations, typically in the form of murals and mosaics. The second component
revolves around the rehabilitation of the railway bridge through the town by installing barriers for graffiti artists and
erasing the current graffiti on the bridge.
Component three is the development of an incentive program for local businesses to improve the architectural
presence of their buildings. In this case, the Town of Golden will develop terms and conditions for financial incentives
associated with façade redesign, provided the owner undertakes the physical initiative. Such programs have been
successfully implemented in other communities in order to improve the overall image of its retail and commercial
business sectors.
Tourism Objective and Rationale:
While proud of its industrial heritage, the aesthetics of the town require upgrading. Significant work is done by the
municipality to create a visitor experience planting flowers along the roadside and other such schemes, but business
owners need to be encouraged to upgrade their buildings and make for a more welcoming experience. Understanding
the costs associated with this, the municipality feels that providing a mechanism to cost share in such initiatives will not
only greatly improve the local government/business relationship, but facilitate the improvements so critical to ensuring
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positive visitor experiences, and business improvements. Moreover, the current Official Community Plan process
includes a section on downtown beautification and revitalization. It is envisioned that through new bylaws and zoning
the downtown core will see development and change through these components of this program.
Narrative describing current reporting year activities:
There was no expenditure activity in 2010 related to this program, although the Wenman Mural was completed. Terms
of reference for a Public Art Program continued to be investigated and although 2 schools were considering mosaics in
public places, applications were not received. Continuing legal negotiations to achieve a contract with CPR for the
graffiti removal project resulted in a signed contract late in the year, with early 2011 targeted to begin the project.
The Art Gallery of Golden's outdoor Bill Wenman mural does wonders for reinvigorating and beautifying a part of
town that needed some help. The mural is visible from a number of different vantage points in town and, the gallery
building is being used more and more as an iconic image for Golden in advertising and tourism promotion. This
visibility helps draw more than 12,000 visitors from around the world into the art gallery each year.
-Bill Usher
Executive Director, Kicking Horse Culture

RMI Project 5: Winter Camping Opportunities
Description and Timeline:
This project was to see the planning and subsequent physical improvements to the municipal campground in the way of
providing opportunities for winter camping.
Tourism Objective and Rationale:
This need was iterated by the then fledgling DMO and the Chamber of Commerce due to increasing demand for such
services within the greater community.
Narrative describing current reporting year activities:
This capital program has been abandoned due to increasing suggestion from the campground operators and RMI
partners that the winterization of part of the campground is no longer its greatest priority, but proper electrical
servicing to many of the sites is.

RMI Project 6: Green Spaces and Pathway Development
Description and Timeline:
The objective for this component was to plan for and build upon the existing network in order to expand, link, and
promote the assemblage of pathways for self propelled transportation in Golden as a strategy to move the community
in a direction commensurate with the goals of the Provincial and
Federal governments in striving toward a healthier and more
active population.
Tourism Objective and Rationale:
The existing trail network has played an instrumental role in
creating a “must do” activity for visitors to the community. That
said, it is the sheer popularity of these trails by tourists including
the demand for more of them and with better commensurate
facilities (interpretive and directional signs, washrooms,
viewpoints, water crossing structures, and
interesting waypoints) that has motivated this program.
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Walking and cycling trails are fast becoming one of the most fundamental of public infrastructures for resort based
communities, as they provide a venue for virtually any user for locomotion to nature appreciation to physical fitness.
Narrative describing current reporting year
activities:
Planning and purchasing comprised the
activity in this program for 2010. The outdoor
green gym concept was finalized including a
location, and equipment was procured for
installation in 2011. Similarly, the Community
Bike Program equipment and administration
structure was finalized, components ordered,
and a single rack with bikes temporarily
installed to ensure operational feasibility.
Use statistics for the program will be collected
and used in future reports.

The Community Bike Program and the Green
Gym speak volumes to locals and visitors
alike - that Golden is a cosmopolitan
community, small in size but, full of big ideas.
These are small financial investments but
provide massive dividends to the community
and our visitors, not only measured in heart
rate exercise but, in pride of and
appreciation for a forward thinking
community.
-Luc Nichols
Active Transportation Coordinator, Golden
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4. Conclusion and Outlook
Overall, 2010 was a bit of a ‘breather’ year wherein finishing of major projects undertaken in 2009 was a large focus. A
great amount of administrative activity accompanied this however; a reduction in physical accomplishments was more
than made up for in ensuring projects’ solvency and functionality.
2010 was also a return to short term planning; visitor sign program technicalities and design were underway, Green
Gym sourcing and site planning occurred, and the Community Bike Program was idealized and researched in order to
ensure its launch at the latest by early 2011.
That said, the additional entrance to the Community Square, the advent of the refreshed banner program, and several
prototype signs did add physicality and appreciation by the public for the program.
Despite the understanding that the ‘finishing’ period for major projects would be occurring in this year, the amount of
time and resources it would undertake to plan and technically solve site, engineering, design, and permitting issues
were more than anticipated. More was hoped to be accomplished in the year, but administration activity dominated.
To this end, 2011 will mark a return to some significant advances in strategy goals, including a progressive outlay of
visitor signs, the launch of the Community Bike Program and installation of the Green Gym. Additional designs,
production, and installation of banners at the entrance of the municipality in conjunction with the Kicking Horse Canyon
Project is also planned, as well as injections of funds toward mountain bike trail development, studies, and in-town trail
infrastructure and amenities.
Being the final year of the Resort Development Strategy, the municipality anticipates for several reasons that an
originally unanticipated surplus of funds may be available and will be approaching the Province for approval for these
funds to be applied toward Golden’s single largest capital project now underway – the rejuvenation of the 1947 Golden
Civic Centre, establishing a vastly improved venue for cultural performances and a catalyst for increased tourism to the
area.
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